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At over 430-pages, MM25 is the ultimate Mega Man artwork collection! MM25 collects the complete

artwork behind every Mega Man and Mega Man X game, including character art, concept sketches,

game covers, rare pin-ups, and much more. This new edition also features over 100-pages of

never-before-published material, plus new tribute art and interviews from the creators behind the

blue bomber!
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Disclaimer: I would marry Mega Man if I could. I would have his Mega Babies, and make his Mega

Dinner. I can not get enough. Now on with the review!I love video game art, and if I could get a job

being a curator at a video game art museum, that's exactly what I do. But until that happens, I

satisfy myself with books like this. It's beautiful, full of art and it's pretty thick. I am more than happy

with the price I paid for it, and would happily buy it again. If I was married to Mega Man, I would be

ok with this book as his personal history journal. If you are looking at this, go ahead and get it.

Treasure it. You will not regret getting it!

This book is fantastic, as a long time fan of the Megaman series myself, this book is delightful. Filled

with details about the design choices of the characters and things that i have never seen before.

Such spectacular art pieces made by the talented artists who worked on the series. The colors are

spot on, the pages are thick and the ammount of love that was put into this book makes it an unique



colector's item for Megaman fans everywhere. If you are looking for the ultimate artbook of the Blue

Bomber, then look no further.The book was delivered to me in incredibly excellent shape. Was sent

to me on time, but the delivery service on my country took a few days for unknown reasons. But

besides that, i fully recommend this seller. 100% trust-worthy.

Book is awesome. I had my eye on it when it first cane out 2 years ago but somehow kept buying

stuff and posponed this purchade for the longest time.It arrived on monday and i was happy to

receive it. Inside, you get to see all the MM art there is and dozens of bonuses of art that didn't

make it to American soil when the cartridges where coming out (87-97 or so). Every page is full of

beautiful art, it includes Mm9 and 10 and i think the design and overall feel of the book is great.

Good purchase, recommended.1 star to  for not delivering the package when first ordered, they had

to put another order when they coudn't find where the original one i ordered months ago was.

Being an Mega Man fan, for most of my life, seeing this book turned me into a kid that walked into

the candy store for the first time. Each page is colored, tells a story, and leaves you looking through

it again. The memories of playing Mega Man 2 for the first time and ending up in Metal Man's

quarters has been immortalized with illustrations. This is a 'must-have' for any Mega Man fan. To

me, this is worth the money and investment. I did get it on sale, though. So, keep your eyes open for

a price drop.Con: I wish it was hard-cover. But, it's all good :D

This book is fantastic. I already owned The Mega Man: Complete Works but not the X Complete

Works and I am still happy I purchased it. It contains both the classic and complete works as well as

additional material. If you are not familiar with the previous two they contain loads of mostly hand

drawn and painted art from Mega Man 1- 8 (plus remakes), Mega Man X 1-8, Mega Man Powered

Up, Maverick Hunter X and spin off titles like Battle and Chase, Soccer, the complete World series

(the GB games) and others. This includes, main character art, minor enemies, weapons art and

almost every boss ( i think the X series is missing one or two) The art, unlike many other books is

large enough to be appreciated. Also, the book is rife with commentary from the great Keiji Inafune

and all the other amazing artists who have helped him along the way. In addition there is rough

sketches. manga covers, box art, group and promo shots, a section complete with full turnarounds

and color details for Mega Mans 1-6 (a treasure for artists). The new content is mostly from Mega

Mans 9 and 10. Also, there is a section in the beginning of the book with a full page paintings from

almost every Mega Man artist commemorating the 25th anniversary of the Blue Bomber. Other



additional stuff includes extra concept art, Bandai's collector cards, some art from Project X zone

and Marvel Vs. Capcom 3 (one shot of Zero), storyboards, more manga covers and the amazing

extended interviews with various Mega Man artists at the end of the book. If you are into art or the

process behind creative, artistic and game design this section will be entertaining as well as

insightful and educational. If you are a Mega Man fan and don't own any of the Complete Works this

is a must-buy.If you only one of the old Complete works and not the other this is a must-buy. If you

already have the old 2, then you might want to think about it. How bad do you want the 9 and 10

stuff, and how important are those interviews to you? If you have the cash to throw around I would

say go ahead but considering a lot of that stuff is available on the internet I would say save your

pennies.Regardless, this is my favorite video game art book that I own (and I own a lot of them).

Long live Mega Man!

The book consists of all the offcial art works have done for the Mega Man and Mega Man X games

and also includes original concept art, level designs, artist's comments and many more.If you're

either Original Mega Man or Mega Man X fan, especially you're interested in Arts or Designs, I

definitely recommended this book.

A truly remarkable book. Lots of fun to look through. Really amazing how far Mega Man has come

since the original game. The art work is really why I bought the book. It has some fantastic pieces of

art from original artists and all types of little known facts, etc. A great read for sure.

From The classics of NES all the way to Megaman X, great insight to concepts, notes from creators

and nostalgia.Great for the fans of this classic memorable series, to see ideas they had on paper.

Its supr thick, don't think it'll be a thin collection like others. This one has it all. The old one had

Megaman and X series apart, this one is ultimate bundle.
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